Discovery
fashion

discover haute
couture in Hoi An

family travel
adventurous family
holidays can be easier
than you think

discover

new frontiers in
Myanmar and China

go local

find your calling as a Cambodian Fisherman

forewords

come travel with us
Experience our Journeys of a Lifetime for yourself. We’ve created a collection of exclusive FAM Trips
designed to showcase some of our favourite destinations while giving you the opportunity to actually travel
the same routes and programmes you send your customers on. For more details and to join a trip, please
contact us at louise.l@diethelmtravel.com.

MALAYSIA

Truly Asia - 7 Days Journey in Malaysia

22-28 April 2016

THAILAND

Exclusive Journey in the Land of Smiles

1-8 May 2016

CAMBODIA

The Mighty Khmer Empire

3-7 May 2016

VIETNAM

Spoilt by a Perfect Trip in Vietnam

9-17 May 2016

LAOS

Refreshingly Simple, Land of Laos

21-27 May 2016

THAILAND

Jewels of the Andaman Sea

1-8 June 2016

CHINA

The Red Dragon of Asia

5-12 June2016

MALDIVES

Discover the Sunny Side of Life

6-11 June 2016

MYANMAR

Striking Journey in Myanmar

20-29 August 2016

VIETNAM

Lesser Known Highlights of Northern Vietnam

5-11 October 2016

From jungle covered hills in
northern Thailand, to the crystal
clear waters of the Maldives and
everything in between, Asia is
a land filled with breathtaking
beauty, unique cultural customs
and endless destinations to
explore. Having been discovering new places and
taking travellers to the frontiers of Asia since 1957, we
at Diethelm Travel Group have an ongoing desire to
truly experience the regions we work in and open them
up to a new world of travellers. Our dedicated team
of 600 staff are constantly travelling and reviewing
our products, checking quality controls and ensuring
we offer the very best on-the-ground support for
your clients. With this passion in mind, we’ve now
created Diethelm Discovery to share even more of
our inner workings and love of Asia travel with you.
In this inaugural edition, we’ve featured stories about
the hottest happenings throughout the 12 countries
Diethelm Travel operates in. Read on for inside advice
from our staff and customers, tips on how to plan
cherished family holidays, the latest trends and new
destinations within Myanmar and China, recipes from
our favourite cooking school, a guide for having clothes
tailored in Hoi An and more. So sit back, prepare to be
inspired and enjoy the journey!
Lisa Fitzell, Group Managing Director

Booking with us is now easier
than ever thanks to our online
booking system which is currently
available for Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Singapore, Laos and
Bhutan, and will be rolled out for
other countries we operate in by August. If you haven’t
logged in yet, please contact me directly for your
personal login details at louise.l@diethelmtravel.com.

Will you be at any of these upcoming tradeshows? We will and would love
to see you. Come and meet us!
®

Louise Lithgow, Group Sales Director

get social
facebook.com/diethelmtravel
twitter.com/diethelmtravelG

8-10 Jun 16 Chiang Mai

7 – 9 Nov 16 London

5-8 Dec 16 Cannes

Fitur Madrid (18-22 Jan 17)

ITB Berlin (8-12 Mar 17)

WTM Brazil (4-6 Apr 17)

linkedin.com/company/diethelm-travel-group
google.com/+diethelmtravelG
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reasons to book with Diethelm Travel
1

Local connections

2

Longstanding expertise

3

Personalised journeys

Whether it’s staying with a hill tribe family in Burma
or diving into Hong Kong’s fantastic food scene,
our local connections and deep understanding of
each destination we operate in mean guests come
away with authentic experiences they can’t find
anywhere else.

Trusted for nearly 60 years, our loyal customers and
suppliers appreciate our reliable, high quality services,
delivered on time and under budget. You will too.

Diethelm’s holistic approach to pricing, operation
management and unique offerings means each
experience is tailored to clients’ needs making travel
dreams come true. From designing a personalised
cultural insight tour to organising a private jet, our
creativity and handcrafted itineraries always offer an
unforgettable ‘Journey of a Lifetime’.

4

Unrivalled choice and value

One-of-a-kind offerings and competitive rates,
combined with expert staff and on-the-ground
concierge service, make travelling with Diethelm
a clear choice. Can’t find what you’re looking for?
We’ll work with you to meet any request or budget.
Specialised departments, such as Diethelm Design
and Diethelm Events, along with unique ‘Go Local”
products further our ability to provide comprehensive
offerings.

5

24/7 worldwide service

We’re there for you whenever, wherever with
emergency contacts available 24/7.

6

Passionate staff

7

Peace of mind

8

Responsible, sustainable travel

9

Innovative products

As Asia’s leading inbound tour operator, we owe
our success to our passionate team in 12 different
countries. From sales staff to on-the-ground guides,
every member of our dedicated team is well trained,
experienced and proactive in making your travel
dreams a reality.

Sit back and relax – we can handle everything. All
of Diethelm’s award winning offices across Asia
are fully licensed and insured with CHF 20 million
insurance per office. Additionally, health and safety
are top priorities throughout all excursions ensuring
adventures that can safely be enjoyed by all.

Travel well while doing good. Through ongoing efforts
in supporting not only our staff and communities we
work in, but also initiatives involving environmental,
cultural and animal conservation, we’re dedicated
to seeking and providing responsible, sustainable
business practices and travel experiences.

We don’t settle for just tried and tested tours but
continually create new products and services
showcasing the best experiences in a region and
adding value to all products.

10 Cutting edge technology

Take advantage of our online booking system
for flawless trip planning and management. The
reservation system provides clients unparalleled
access to streamlined booking capabilities for hotels,
transfers, excursions and holidays.

www.diethelmtravel.com
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HEADING
FAMILY
TRAVEL

Myanmar
Country
& Vietnam

how to make noodles and understanding the village life.
We also enjoyed a fantastic cooking lesson on board
the boat where the kids made delicious spring rolls
followed by a truly memorable feast.
Intercultural Connections

Visiting significant historical sites brings history to
life. Interacting with different people, languages and
cultures can facilitate a stronger understanding of
various cultures and societies.
Nowhere
INTRODUCTORY LINE
INTRODUCTORY
LINE has cross cultural interaction and
understanding been more apparent for my family than
in Yangon during a long weekend trip last year. Having
been a relatively closed society for so long (it was just
TODAY’S FAMILY HOLIDAYS GO WELL BEYOND THE REGULAR ROAD TRIP
a month before elections that would bring in the first
civilian government in 50 years), we found that the
people embraced tourism and welcomed travellers with
open arms. The local people clearly love seeing children
travelling to their country and wherever we went our
kids had their own paparazzi following them around,
Diethelm Travel’s Group Managing Director, Lisa Fitzell, looks at the importance of family
particularly during our visit to the famous Shwedagon
travel and how adventurous family holidays can be easier than you think.
Pagoda.
After a short ferry ride across the river from Yangon,
one are the days where a family vacation meant
Europe to rather familiar and somewhat unchallenging
we took a rickshaw bicycles and visited a small village
taking a trip to a nearby beach or amusement
destinations, but now that our children are older (they
in Dala. Here we had the honour of being invited into a
park. Today families can just as easily explore
are nine and eight years old), our travels have unfolded
local school and it gave our children the opportunity to
exotic new destinations or adventurous
into something more adventurous and often more
talk and interact firsthand with the young students. The
excursions thanks to an increasingly connected world
fulfilling.
questions and conversations were all about what it is
and the availability of unique family-friendly experiences.
Living in Asia has marked a thrilling evolution in
like in the “outside” world and both the students and my
Having been lucky enough to visit more than 20
our travel experiences. Not only have we experienced
children were excited to be able to talk to kids their own
countries before the time they turned ten, my children
new places but we’ve also seen our children grow and
age from another country.
are now seasoned travellers. In fact, our oldest
develop.
daughter’s first flight was from the U.K. to New Zealand
Fantastic Fun
when she was just three weeks old – international travel
Real World Learning
really has always been a part of their lives.
An important factor in any trip, especially trips involving
It used to be that we visited family and friends in
Travelling takes children’s education and learning
children, is simply having fun and enjoying time together.
Australia and New Zealand or took quick jaunts around
possibilities out of the classroom and into the real
Our holiday to Vietnam was made complete with some
world by allowing them to learn with all their senses
relaxing on the beach in Phu Quoc, an island off the
instead of simply learning from a textbook.
southern coast of Vietnam. People often compare Phu
At Christmas we had family visiting and decided
Quoc to Thailand’s island of Koh Samui 20 years ago.
to spend our winter break in central and southern
Uncrowded and full of small guesthouses and boutique
Vietnam visiting Ho Chi Minh City, Hoi An and Phu Quoc
hotels, Phu Quoc has empty beaches and a really
Island. Ho Chi Minh City was a fascinating place for the
relaxed feel. The kids loved being ferried around by
children. The craziness of its streets was a real eye
motor scooters.
opener, especially that motorbikes are the preferred
Throughout these family travels, the most exciting
form of travel for so many of the locals. Highlights of
and encouraging experience has been witnessing how
the city included a visit to the War Remnants Museum,
the children have embraced unfamiliar cultures, sights
which is an emotional and educational experience
and sounds.
for anyone who visits regardless of their age. We
Southeast Asia is one of the most inviting and
also visited the Ben Thanh Market, which was an
enjoyable regions to explore as a family. Not only is there
invigorating adventure that introduced the children
is so much to see and do, but the people are especially
to local market life and delicious Vietnamese noodles
warm and welcoming, particularly to the children.
‘pho’ that they slurped up with abandon. The entire
The region really offers something for everyone –
family also enjoyed taking an overnight boat cruise up
from fly and flop, to more adventurous, off-the-beatenthe Mekong River that included several stops where we
track adventures.
could hop onto bikes to explore some villages learning

Heading

“are we there yet?”

G
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where will your next family holiday take you?
Family Travel Checklist:
• ensure not too long in a car (max 3 hours)		
• build in educational experiences			

• visit local communities
• stay at least 2-3 nights in each region

Check out the example itineraries below or contact us for more travel options and information. We offer a
wide selection of family-friendly itineraries specially designed for different interests and age groups.

3-day family Yangon experience

15-day Vietnam family adventure

Day 1 Yangon: Arrive in Yangon and enjoy a
convenient private transfer to your hotel.
Day 2 Local village: Take a local ferry across
the Yangon River to Dala (10-minute ride). Upon
arrival, a trishaw driver will take you through
local villages and plantations to a monastic
school where you can meet the children and
teachers. Withness authentic local rural life,
seemingly worlds away from the busy streets of
nearby Yangon.
Return by local ferry.
In the afternoon explore the city’s lively streets
where uncountable vendors fill the pavements
and where colonial buildings constructed in
the early years of the 20th century still stand.
From Yangon’s Central Station, take a 30- to
45-minute train ride on the Circle Line to catch
a glimpse of the countryside before enjoying
sunset at the iconic Shwedagon Pagoda.
Day 3 Bogyoke Aung San Market: Spend the
morning at your leisure. Wander through the
sprawling Bogyoke Aung San Market to pick up
some souvenirs or try sweet milk tea at a small
teashop before transferring to the airport to
catch a flight to your onward destination.

Days 1 – 5 Ho Chi Minh City & Mekong Delta:
Using the vibrant Ho Chi Minh City as your base,
explore the city while also enjoying day trips and
excursions to nearby destinations such as a twoday cruise to An Hoa, Vinh Long and Sa Dec.
Days 6 – 9 Hoi An Ancient Town:
After the hustle and bustle of city life, take a quick
flight to the charming UNESCO World Heritage
Site of Hoi An. This well-preserved port town
is a relaxing oasis and offers plenty of cultural
activities both children and adults can appreciate
including exploring picturesque alleys on the
back of a bicycle, trying your hand at Vietnamese
cooking and learning how to make the region’s
famous lanterns.
Days 10 – 15 Nha Trang: Now that you’ve
explored one of Vietnam’s largest cities and most
enchanting historical towns, it’s time to hit the
beach for a tropical ending to your holiday. Hop
on the train from Hoi An to Nha Trang and spend
your days soaking up the sun, splashing in the
surf and savouring your time spent together.
An alternative beach destination is Phu Quoc or
switch the beach to a visit to exciting and vibrant
Hanoi and a cruise on Halong Bay.

Prices starting at: USD 250/person

Prices starting at: USD 1,169/person

At Diethelm Travel, we continually develop new family-focused products designed to excite
and entertain all ages. For all our family experiences, we also make sure to assign guides
who have proven to be a hit with kids, easily interacting with the children and bringing the
local culture to life for a truly memorable adventure the whole family can appreciate.

www.diethelmtravel.com
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GO LOCAL

Cambodia

find your calling asHeading
a Cambodian fisherman
INTRODUCTORY
LINE
UNIQUE TOUR IN PHNOM
PENH IS ALL
ABOUT GOING LOCAL

T

here’s nothing quite like enjoying a meal of
freshly caught seafood – a treat made even
sweeter when you catch it yourself! Now
adventurous travellers can experience local
life from a Cambodian fisherman’s point of view
joining experienced fishermen on the banks of both
the Mekong and Tonle Sap Rivers.
Leave Phnom Penh’s city streets behind and
get on board a traditional Cham fisherman’s boat
cruising down the rivers until you find a suitable
fishing spot. Learn how to throw the fishing nets
using age-old techniques to catch river wonders
like catfish and the giant freshwater Mekong prawn.
After the hard work, guests enjoy a satisfying meal
prepared and shared on the boat itself as the sun

sets on the river.
Of course, what makes this half-day tour really
stand out from the rest is the chance to truly
connect with local people and come together with
a shared experience. Not only do guests see a
different side of the Mekong most tourists don’t
ever witness – such as herds of cows crossing the
river, or the amazing sight of the Tonle Sap and
Mekong Rivers meeting where the green waters of
the Mekong and brown waters of Tonle Sap refuse
to mix – but get the rare opportunity to interact
with fishermen to better understand their lifestyle
and directly support them by participating on
the tour.

For more information on this hyper-local experience, please contact sales@diethelmtravel.com

While I can’t say I’ll be becoming a
fisherman any time soon, it was
really fun learning the techniques
behind how to do it. By the end,
we had caught enough fish to
make a nice soup (which the
family prepared for us on the
boat itself!). The lunch was very
tasty (bet ter than what you get
at almost all the restaurants in
Phnom Penh) and it was a home
cooked meal.

NINA BALIGA, UNITED STATES
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what makes a good “Go Local” product?
INTERVIEW WITH SAM VINCENT
Having grown up in
Asia, Sam worked for
a couple of niche tour
operators in London as
a product manager for
Asia before returning
to manage Himalayan wildlife lodges
and trekking companies in India, Nepal
and Tibet. She joined Diethelm Travel in
2007, bringing years of experience and
an infectious passion for travelling and
exploring with her.
What makes a good “Go Local” product
from your experience?
Whether it’s Hong Kong, Yangon, Bangkok,
Hanoi or Delhi, I personally love wandering
around the older, historical quarters of Asian
cities armed with a local map observing local
life – what and where the citizens eat, shop and
relax. Usually it’s on foot, using local transport,
carrying a camera and bottle of water. Each time
is a new adventure as you never know what you
are going to stumble upon or whom you may
end up chatting to. Friends visiting are often
‘guinea pigs’ (testers) for new routes; the latest
being in Bangkok starting from the Sunday
morning amulet market along Maha Rat Road
surrounded by wonderful Chinese heritage
shop houses and the food stalls of Phra Chan
Market before skirting the Grand Palace and
Wat Pho. Choosing the tiny “Err Urban Rustic”
restaurant over the recently converted Tha
Maharaj pier for a delicious Thai snack, we
continue to the colourful area of Pak Klong
Talad. Here Bangkok’s amazing contrasts are
highlighted; the old traditional flower market
and Chinese shophouses selling vegetables
with the sparkling new Yodpiman River Walk.
Weaving under flyovers away from the river,
brings us to the Indian textile market at Pahurat
before strolling through Chinatown’s narrow,
chaotic, covered Sampang Lane before finally
ending in Wat Mangkol Kamalawat ready for
another refreshment.
Apart from hiking which I find the very
best way to meet local people whether in the

Himalayas or Southeast Asia, I also enjoy cycling
through the countryside; being on a bike offers a
tremendous feeling of freedom, 360-degree views and
the opportunity to fully experience the villages and
their slower pace of life instead of hopping in and out
of a minibus.
What are the most important elements when
interacting with local people?
One of the most memorable experiences is always
the interaction with local people and one of the most
moving of these is to visit a Nunnery in Sagaing,
Myanmar. The nuns love to talk to foreigners, have
a wonderful sense of humour and reveal a deeper
insight into this magical country.
Entertainment is always popular and one of my top
favourites is the Phare Circus held in Siem Reap and
Battambang; this Cirque du Soleil type performance
built around a modern day story of Cambodian youth
is simultaneously harrowing, comic and awesome
whilst giving out incredible vibe and energy.
Learning a new skill is always fun too.
What is the most important factor for a ‘’Go
Local’’ experience?
Definitely the guide; they need to be totally engaging
and have specialist knowledge if leading an
architectural heritage Yangon tour or our recently
created art tour of Hanoi. They must also have a
passion for showing the small quirky things of their
country from food to festivals, folklore to fashion.
Often it is the memories of the simple things and
a very personalised experience, which people take
home rather than the highlights.
What is your most popular ‘’Go Local’’
experience in the region?
Strangely enough the one excursion which attracts
more feedback than almost any other is one that for
me personally is also a real highlight - the evening
Vespa tour, “Saigon After Dark”.
Apart from the wind in your hair, thrill of seeing
Saigon from the back of a Vespa and frequent eating
and drinking stops, the real gems of the evening are
the two magical, hidden Vietnamese live music venues
which you would never be able to find on your own, no
matter how enterprising a traveller.

www.diethelmtravel.com
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HEADING
A
DAY IN THE LIFE

Country
Thailand

Khun Anu, Thailand tour guide
15 YEARS ON THE JOB AND STILL GOING STRONG
Meet Khun Anu, one of the tour guides for Diethelm Thailand and a lover of Thai culture, who
shares what it’s like to guide visitors through the Land of Smiles and what goes on behind the
scenes of guided tours.
Why did you choose to work with us?
When I was a student in vocational school I went to
Phitsanulok province to visit Wat Phra Si Rattana
Mahathat. The temple is famous for its Phra
Chinnarat Buddha image, so there were a lot of
different tour buses at the complex. The Diethelm
Travel company logo caught my attention, and I was
impressed with how professional the tour guide
acted. I couldn’t even understand what language
the group was speaking (German), but thought the
company seemed to take care of its guests really
well. I told my friends it would be nice if I sometime
had the chance to work with this company.
In 2001 after I finished my education and got my
tour guide license, I made the decision to apply for a
job with Diethelm Travel... and here I am!
Why did you want to become a travel guide?
I wanted to travel and work at the same time, so a tour
guide seemed like the perfect way to combine the two.
What is your favourite part about working with
travellers?
I love being able to share cultural information and
commentary about all the places we visit during a tour,
especially on the ground of each attraction so I can
explain things as we’re seeing or experiencing them.
What is your favourite destination you
recommend others visit and why?
I have several. My favourite destinations in Thailand
are the ancient ruins of Ayutthaya, Sukhothai and
the Stone Sanctuary in northeast Thailand. I love to
tell the story of Thai history, beliefs, mythology and
culture through ancient ruins. The ruins located in
different parts of the country help show tourists how
Thailand has developed since ancient times until
today. Plus, they offer beautiful photo opportunities
for the guests!

8
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What do you do when travelling long hours
with guests? How do you keep the guests, and
yourself, entertained?
It always depends on the situation and how tired or
energetic the guests are. If the group is tired, I just let
them relax in our coach while we travel to the next
destination; I’ll play some soft music like jazz, or bossa
nova, or even local instrumental music. Additionally,
I’m aware of how long travel times are between
destinations – if guests sit too long, they need to
stretch and stop for a coffee or restroom break.
I also like to create activities that aren’t mentioned
in our itinerary when possible. For instance, last
month I took a group of 20 guests to Baan Mae
Kampong to visit an eco tourism village while also
stopping at a local school, Wat Huaykeow School, to
give a scholarship from Diethelm to the school. We
needed to drive two hours to the school — if we just
went straight there with no stop, it would have been
too long. Instead, I decided to make an extra stop for
30 minutes at the nearby hot springs. We did a team
building activity to choose the person who would get
to give the scholarship to the school. In Thailand, local
people will boil eggs in hot water to eat as a snack, so
we had a competition on who could boil the best egg
and had local visitors be the judge. It was fun, kind of
silly, and a local experience the guests wouldn’t have
otherwise had.
Can you tell us your most memorable trip
with guests?
Last year I took a student group to a homestay at
Baan Rang Chorake in Ayutthaya. This group was
full of such good, down-to-earth people; I loved
seeing how they were willing try anything and really
made an effort to connect with the local people and
understand Thai culture. They bathed in the canal,
dined on the floor of the homestay and even learned
some Thai language in the local school. One evening,
we rowed a boat in the canal and collected vegetables,
then brought them back to the house to cook dinner –
it was a memorable moment for everyone!

What makes a good professional tour guide in
your opinion?
I’d say three things. First, a good guide needs to be
service-minded and understand that our guests spend
their holiday in our country because they expect to see
something new and different from their home country.
Second, a professional is constantly triple-checking
information and updating guests throughout the entire
trip. Finally, and most importantly, you always need to
be open to learning new things and getting to know the
guests. I’m constantly learning from our guests, and
taking cues from them about what they will most enjoy
for their holiday.
What do you do before a tour starts? What do
you have to prepare?
I ask the travel agent or organiser about the guests’
personal interests, and any dietary or health concerns.
One day before our tour starts, I’ll check to see that we
have the correct vehicle available, and try to introduce
myself to guests by calling or messaging them to let
them know that we’re looking forward to the tour.
What items do you normally carry with you
during the tours?
I always have a map of the city that we’re going to visit
to show where we are and where the tour will go. I also
have a printed contact list (I record all phone numbers
in my phone but still print them out in case my battery
dies), a power bank for spare battery life, a tablet
that I can use to show images or videos, or search
for more information (and even connect with guests
on social media or upload photos), and a first aid kit,
just in case.

Why do you think guests prefer to have
professional personal guides? What do you
think are the benefits?
A professional personal guide doesn’t just repeat
information or take guests on a set tour, but really
personalises their experience based on their interests
and needs, helping make the experience go beyond
their expectations.
What are the tourist activities your guests are
most interested in and where?

other. I have learnt many things from our company’s
senior guide, and have tried to pass advice and helpful
information on to the younger ones – this cooperation
and exchange of information has in turn made me a
better guide.
Have you ever been requested by the same guest
or guests? Did they say why?
Yes, I’ve been requested by the same guests or agent
many times. Why do they request me? I don’t know…
maybe they love my smile and laughter!
What motivates you?

I’ve had several groups interested in the “Korat
Song” of Nakorn Ratchasima province in northeast
Thailand. During our Isaan trip we stay one night in
Korat, and every time before we check into the hotel
I take guests to visit the town and tell the story of “Ya
Mo”, the heroine who helped Korat people escape
invasion from Laos in the early 19th century. Each
time I take a group to the Ya Mo monument, we hear
a local song being played and the guests will ask if the
band is rehearsing for a concert. I explain that this is
the place where Korat people come and pay homage
to Ya Mo by hiring this group of musicians to sing for
them in order to entertain Ya Mo. It’s not just a song,
but also a dance and chorus with the band. There are
also young students coming to practise this type of
traditional singing to preserve the tradition for the next
generation!

My desire to combine travel and work since I was young
and, of course, working with my great team at Diethelm
Travel, both motivate me.

What kind of approach do you take to make
yourself stand out from other guides?
The relationship between tour guides at Diethelm
Travel is really important and we’re constantly
working as a team and sharing information with each

www.diethelmtravel.com
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RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL

Sri Lanka

Heading
travel well while doing
good

INTRODUCTORY
LINE
DIETHELM TRAVEL SRI LANKA TAKES CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
TO THE
NEXT LEVEL

With six years of DMC
experience, Harith Perera,
has lead Diethelm Travel
Sri Lanka since 2008 as
the Managing Director.
H e relishes exploring the
world, and never misses an opportunity to
hit the warm waters of Sri Lanka and the
Maldives with his wife and two daughters.

I

n our hyper-connected world, it’s more important
than ever to reach out and lend a helping hand
whenever possible supporting those around us in
leading richer, fuller, healthier lives. At Diethelm
Travel Sri Lanka, the dedicated team strives to
promote the CSR values throughout the workplace
and in our community. Internally, we have initiated
group wellness programmes and company-sponsored
fitness programmes for all staff to help support
healthy lifestyles, however the pride and joy of our
group lies with supporting the Outreach Foundation,
a charity approved by the Sri Lankan Government
focusing on educating and empowering underprivileged children.
One of the programmes we’re involved in
is Piyawara, dedicated to enriching the lives of
underprivileged children of Sri Lanka through
education. This is a project through which we
have helped address emergency intervention,
infrastructure development, community awareness,
teacher training, child protection and recreational
facility development enriching the lives of more than
3,000 children and 100 teachers. Furthermore under
the group’s “Big Heart” project, we support more than
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200 children in Grades 1 – 5 who require financial aid
to continue their education.
The latest expansion of the Outreach Foundation
is to spearhead the creation and funding of a centre
of excellence for children with developmental
disabilities. This is to address a national issue through
the Piyawara preschool initiative of Piyawara Piyasa
dedicated to identifying children with developmental
disabilities at an early age and integrating them into
society as worthy citizens. This is a project that has
seen interest and support from the government of
Sri Lanka as it is the first of its kind and beneficial to
approximately 30,000 children annually. It’s estimated
that 30% of children in the country are affected
by learning difficulties while one in 93 children are
autistic.
The Sri Lanka team is also highly involved with the
Green Club which has conducted numerous projects

such as launching a plant nursery that has distributed
more than 5,000 plants across the country, initiated
a project within the Diethelm Travel office building
which saves 8 million litres of water annually,
collecting CFL bulbs and E-waste, composting
office waste, beach and jungle cleanups, and more.
The club has even adopted a baby elephant at an
elephant transit home. Separated from the herd
and found trapped in a shallow well one year ago,
the elephant was taken in to the conservation
programme to be nursed back to health and slowly
reintegrated with the herd helping it return to its
natural habitat within four years. The Green Club
continues to sponsor the young elephant’s milk and
medicine during this reintegration – an initiative
travellers can support during their visit to the
Elephant Transit Home in Udawalawe.

Interested in offsetting
your carbon footprint while
travelling in Sri Lanka?
Currently the Diethelm Travel Sri Lanka vehicle
fleet boasts nearly 30% hybrid vehicles. Simply
inform us that you wish to have a carbon
neutral tour at the time of inquiry and we’ll
help you offset your footprint with the help of
a carbon foot print assessment completed by
a certified body.

BHUTAN

MYANMAR

VIETNAM

Heading
LAOS
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DISCOVERING

New
Frontiers

Heading
Myanmar new explorer
TRAVEL FROM TAUNGGYI TO TACHILEK IN AN OVERLAND
INTRODUCTORY
ADVENTURE
LINE

Lilli Saxer has over 40 years of experience in the tourism industry. She has worked as the
resident manager throughout Asia for Kuoni and as the Managing Director of Diethelm Travel
in Cambodia, India, Vietnam and Myanmar. Fourteen years in Myanmar has given her a

I

profound knowledge of the country, culture and customs.

n a country that’s still just opening up to foreign
tourists, Myanmar presents a whole new world of
exotic exploration and dreamy discoveries. Here the
Diethelm Travel Myanmar team journeys along a yetestablished route and Lilli shares what’s in store for future
travellers.
It was an overland journey we had long been dreaming
of – from Taunggyi in the southern Shan State to Tachileik
in the eastern Shan State near the Thai border. Not long
ago, foreigners weren’t allowed here and even now it’s a
route still rarely taken. Passing through the mountaintop
state capital of Taunggyi and the beautiful, lush and
wild mountain scenery of eastern Shan State, the route
requires a special permit from the local authorities. We
enjoyed a leisurely two and a half days of driving with
plenty of stops to soak up the scenery and visit nearby
villages.
On the first day, we drove about eight hours from
Nyaung Shwe, via Taunggyi, Loilem and Nam Sang, to
Kunhing. The road was in surprisingly good condition
and we arrived in Kunhing early enough to stroll through
the little town. There are currently only two guesthouses
serving the travellers – certainly a spot off the beaten
path! – and among them we found the Shan Mountain
Guest House comfortable to stay overnight with
welcoming rooms. It has six rooms with adjacent shower
rooms and 14 bedrooms sharing a common bathroom.
There is also a lively cafe located in the centre of the
town, which came as a pleasant surprise: snacks, drinks,
music at reasonable prices. Speaking of food, delicious
fried Shan noodles and vegetables for dinner, and the
typical Shan noodle soup for breakfast from the local
market were the highlights of this charming village.
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The second day turned out to be a longer drive, but
much more scenic as the road wound up and down over
the rolling hills. A morning stroll to the market is a must –
the local people use big leaves to wrap the veggies with
plastic bags hardly seen.
The lowest elevation during the drive is the crossing
of the Salween River. Strict controls are made at this
point with immigration so it’s important to carry copies
of passports and permits. While the guide handled
the paperwork, we walked over the bridge to enjoy the
beauty of the riverside and the misty mountains.
Throughout the drive, various stops can be made
to see Shan villages (Mong Pyin is particularly beautiful)
as well as Ying, Ahn and Palaung (not to be confused
with Padaung known for their iconic “long neck” women)
villages. While in Mong Pyin, we wandered through the
back roads where you can see old traditional Shan houses
with shingle roofs and balconies.
Arriving in Keng Tung in the late afternoon, we couldn’t
hike to any of the other villages due to poor weather at
the time and instead drove up to the former British hill
station, Loi Mwe, located 1,800 metres above sea level.
(Here, a lovely uphill drive and possible hikes to Akha and
Shan villages can be arranged).
On the third day, we woke up and said good bye to
the hills driving from Keng Tong to Tachileik, the bustling
Myanmar–Thai border town. For others doing the drive,
exit can be arranged into Thailand by crossing the
Friendship Bridge, or by plane with daily connections to
Heho or Yangon.
However future travellers choose to end the trip, the
experience is sure to last in their memories for years to
come…it certainly will for me!

Kunhing
Loi Mwe Hill Station

MYANMAR
(BURMA)

Taunggyi

Inle Lake

Kyaing Tong

Tachilek

Nay Pyi Taw

Yangon

How to get there
Fly to Mandalay, start our 6-day
package which ends at Heho airport
and continue an overland drive to
Taunggyi and onwards to Tachileik
Where to visit?
Taunggyi, Tachileik, Kunhing, Salween
River, Mong Pyin village, Ying village, Ahn
and Palaung villages, Loi Mwe
Can this be combined with a longer itinerary?
6-day Myanmar experience (the cultural and
scenic variety of highlights in Mandalay, Bagan,
Inle Lake and Yangon)
Sample package: 4 Days / 3 Nights
Day 1 Drive from Nyaung Shwe to Kunhing
Day 2 Kunhing to Kyaing Tong Day 3 Hiking
around Kyaing Tong Day 4 Kyaing Tong to Tachileik
Price starting from USD 850/person with
private car, driver and guide

PHOTO CREDIT CHEN ZHAO, FLICKR

PHOTO CREDIT IAN CADY, FLICKR

Heading
adventuring throughout foreign

lands in Qinghai, China

INTRODUCTORY LINE

EXPLORE THE WONDERS OF QINGHAI ON THIS REMARKABLE NEW TOUR

Julia Shi, General Manager of Diethelm Travel China, has worked with the company for 14
years. She holds over 17 years of experience within the domestic and international travel
industry and has extensive knowledge regarding both China’s inbound and outbound tourism.

L

BEIJING

She also has travelled to every corner of China!

ocated atop the beautiful Tibetan Plateau,
Qinghai province offers vast landscapes rich
in Tibetan culture along with ancient Buddhist
monasteries complemented by the majestic
Kunlun Mountains. Find out what happened when
Diethelm Travel delved deeper into this fascinating area
while a creating a new, transformative 13-day tour.
From the moment we set foot onto the beautiful
grounds of Qinghai, we knew our trip was going to be
unforgettable. The following days were some of the
most magical any of us had ever encountered during
our collective time as veteran travellers. With nearly two
weeks to explore this incredible place, we were treated
to a wealth of traditional culture embedded amidst
serene natural surroundings.
Temples & Monasteries
Qinghai offers travellers seemingly limitless temples and
monasteries to which we dove in headfirst, discovering
the wonders of the opulent Dongguan Mosque. After
being wowed by the mosque’s intricately designed
architecture, we were escorted to another beautiful
mosque, Kumbum Mosque, which is more than four
centuries old.
Around two-thirds of the way into our trip came
a visit to the Milariba Buddha Pavilion. As there is no
other temple like it in the whole of the province, seeing
the pavilion up close was a real treat. Offering even
more insight into the complex traditions within Tibetan
Buddhism was Langmusi Monastery. Within the town of
Langmusi, both Muslims and Tibetans live in peace. One
of our group’s favourite moments of the journey was
going horseback riding that afternoon: galloping through
the surrounding landscape was mesmerising.

Local Living
Qinghai practically overflows with local life. Daily
customs are practised with passion; warmth and
hospitality are abundant here. Strolling through
local markets was akin to taking a trip back in time,
with fresh produce and friendly faces saturating
the walkways.
Our second to last day took us to the impressive
Zhongshan Bridge. Strikingly high and more than 100
years old, the bridge offers a unique landmark.
Later that day we toured the historic Waterwheel
Garden, which gave us a glimpse into ancient
irrigation methods. Driving to Lanzhou City led us to
discover the Bingling Thousand Buddha Caves. With
a name that means “10,000 Buddhas”, this cultural
achievement features sculptures of key Buddhas
throughout Tibetan history carved from clay.

QINGHAI PROVINCE

Gonlung (Huzhu)
Xining
Drotsang (Ledu)
Xunhua
Tongren
Xiahe

XI’AN

Lanzhou
Yongjing
Langmusi

CHINA
chengdu

kunming

How to get there
By car from Xining. You
can take a direct flight to Xining from Beijing,
Shanghai or Chengdu

GUANGZHOU

HONG KONG

Where to visit?
Art & Culture
Qinghai is an art lover’s dream. Our group ventured
into the revered Museum of Tibetan Medicine. We
were all shocked at the raw beauty of the building
itself. Several days later, we journeyed to the ancient
city of Tongren to explore fresco-adorned temples.
Our guide accompanied us to meet the memorable
Regong artist family where we soaked up all we
could about Tibetan art history and its unique visual
language. Visiting the Gansu Provincial Museum also
offered up a plethora of unique items from the Han
Dynasty, another treat for our final day…
From ancient monasteries and temples to art
museums and local village life, the sights and sounds
of Qinghai present a veritable feast for the senses that
will leave you with fond memories to last a lifetime.

Xining, Drotsang (Ledu), Gonlung (Huzhu),
Tongren, Sunhua, Xiahe, Lanmusi, Yongjing,
Lanzhou
Trip duration
13 Days / 12 Nights
Can this be combined with other tours?
3-day Beijing Tour
Price starting from USD 2,300/person
with private car, driver and guide/for
minimum 2 pax/three star hotels

www.diethelmtravel.com
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WHAT’S NEW

China

Bhutan

starts from USD 80

starts from USD 165

ONE DAY TOUR OF SHENZHEN
Bordering Hong Kong, the mainland China city of
Shenzhen offers visitors the chance to experience
the urban and cultural charms of China’s past and
present along with some shopping fun.

PUNAKHA
Bhutan River Rafting in Pho Chu and Mo Chu
Rivers
This new rafting experience is quickly gaining
popularity. With rapids ranging from Class II to IV,
it is a visually appealing tour showcasing the best
of the western valleys of Punakha, Thimphu and
Paro. Rafting through the Po Chu and Mo Chu
rivers east of Punakha, this exciting excursion
allows adventurous travellers to take in the
beauty of the mountains and valleys, passing
by culturally important landmarks, such as the
Punakha Dzong, as well as different types of flora
and fauna. Though rafting is a fairly new concept
to the country, it’s catching on as one of the most
interesting and unique tour offerings in Bhutan.

Highlights Option A
• Splendid China Park
• China Folk Cultural Villages
• Shopping in the Mix Mall
Highlights Option B
• Shenzhen Museum
• Lotus Hill Park
• Louhu Commercial City Mall

Hong Kong
starts from USD 13

Cambodia
starts from USD 1,230

5-DAY OFF THE BEATEN TRACK CAMBODIA
Phnom Penh - Kratie - Ratanakiri - Preah
Vihear - Siem Reap
Travelling from south to north, see the rivers,
waterfalls and islands that make Cambodia so
unique.
• Be adventurous and try a local delicacy in the
Skuon ‘spider market’
• See the rare freshwater Irrawaddy dolphins
• Take a ferry ride to Koh Trong Island
• Visit the beautiful Tuek Cha Ong Waterfall
• Enjoy swimming in the tranquil Yaklaom Lake
14
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TRAMORAMIC TOUR DIY PACKAGE
Discover Hong Kong’s history with a one-hour
sightseeing journey and hop onboard a unique
1920s-style open top tram and embark on a
fascinating trip through the hustle and bustle of
Hong Kong Island. During your amazing journey you’ll
encounter busy streets, ultra-modern cityscapes and
historic hotspots. The tramway is a living, evolving
connection between Hong Kong’s colourful history
and its modern culture.
Following the tram tracks is the best way to feel Hong
Kong‘s bursting energy through a local viewpoint and
the TramOramic Tour is a must for anyone who’d love
to get a good insight of Hong Kong - past and present!
The DIY package includes the commemorative
TramOramic Golden Ticket, a one-hour TramOramic
tour and a two-day pass offering unlimited free access
to Hong Kong Tramways’ regular service to let you
further explore Hong Kong Island.

Laos

starts from USD 349
3-DAY TASTE OF LAOS
Coffee and Tea Tour for Coffee & Tea Lovers
This exclusive programme, only available from
Diethelm Travel Laos, is specifically designed for
the coffee-minded traveller with three caffeinefilled days of expert coffee tastings and learning
about the coffee growing and roasting processes
in the hills of southern Laos.
• Get an insider’s look into the coffee industry
found in the beautiful Bolaven Plateau and the
country’s coffee capital of Paksong.
• Visit some of the 5,000 families involved coffee
farming in Paksong along with the coffee
nursery and organic coffee farms.
• Learn from the locals how the coffee is
processed from the cherry to your cup.

Singapore
starts from USD 108

Malaysia
starts from USD 150

2-DAY KAMPONG KIDING – THE LOST TRIBE
Kampong Kiding is a village located in the Borneo
Highlands, which is home to natives of the
Bidayuh tribe.
• Trek through the Bornean Rainforest to reach
to Kampong Kidding
• Home-Stay experience with the locals of
the Bidayuh tribe and be surprised at their
warmness and kindness as hostesses
• Rejuvenating panoramic view during sunsets
and sunrises
• Swim & Relax at the beautiful natural waterfalls
or marvel the lush vegetation

IN & AROUND EXPLORE
Singapore City Tour by Public Transport
Singapore has a world-class transport system, so what
better way to experience Singapore than to go on a
city tour using public transport? Experience riding on
the Mass Rapid Transit, driverless automated trains,
local buses and even cruising on a bumboat along the
Singapore River to see different sides of the city all
from a local point of view.
Highlights
• Visit China Town and Little India
• Travel through the historical Civic District and
bustling Central Business District
• Stop for a photo opportunity at the iconic Merlion
and Marina Bay

Thailand
starts from USD 63

OLD TOWN CHIANG MAI WALKING AND
FOOD TOUR
Enjoy the sights of Chiang Mai’s architectural and
historical charms while having the opportunity to
taste more than 10 of northern Thailand’s local
delicacies.
• Sightseeing and food tour of Chiang Mai
• More than 10 delicious northern Thai food
samples
• Historic walks along the old city of Chiang Mai
• Afternoon tea with traditional Thai dessert
• 6 authentic tasting locations

Sri Lanka

starts from USD 1,230

Myanmar
starts from USD 565

3-DAY EXOTIC HPA AN TOUR
View spectacular caves, ride on a great river and
visit simple villages on your Myanmar adventure.
Caves, pagodas and unspoilt villages make this
tour unforgettable.
• Visit the spectacular Kawh Goon Cave, where
you’ll have great views of the countryside
• Enjoy the scenic boat trip on the Thanlwin
River, which flows from the Tibetan Plateau to
the Andaman Sea
• Eat delicious local food
• Visit the historic U Nar Auk Monastery with a
wide variety of magnificent artistic artwork

7-DAY DIVE THE EAST COAST
This diving tour takes place in the seas of Trincomalee
and Pasikudah on the island’s eastern stretch. Geared
toward those who are keen on learning to dive by
professional instructors, the tour also offers the
opportunity to experience and learn more about the
country’s heritage and history during your stay (May
to October).
5-DAY DIVE THE WEST COAST
Explore Sri Lanka’s western coast with this diving
tour designed for those interested in learning to dive
from professional instructors. Participants will also
receive the opportunity to discover the vibrant city of
Colombo which is a fine amalgamation of all the hues
and cultures within this paradise isle (November to
April).

Vietnam

starts from USD 293
4-DAY HOI AN LOCAL LIFE EXPERIENCE
Get lost in the sights and sounds of Hoi An
through this blissful rural escape.
This tour offers you an opportunity to enjoy a
homestay in Hoi An with deeper insights into
the local life with a full-day cycling tour to the
surrounding villages and getting involved in
making traditional handicrafts through hands-on
practice.
• Cycling to different villages
• First-hand experience making local handicrafts
• A local homestay

www.diethelmtravel.com
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SHOPPING

Vietnam, China
Hong Kong
& Singapore

shop ‘til you drop
discover haute couture in Hoi An
USE THESE TRIED AND TESTED TIPS FOR FINDING THE PERFECT TAILOR

Torsten Edens has always travelled
having visited over 60 countries
and lived in 17. He’s been in Vietnam
since early 2014 and loves the
country for its great diversity and
people.

H

oi An is a fantastic place to pick up a tailormade suit, coat, jacket, dress…in fact,
absolutely any item of clothing (or shoes!)
you like. There are hundreds of tailors in
Hoi An but quality varies so it’s important to do your
research before finding the right tailor for you.
Finding a tailor
Ask around where you’re staying to see what tailors
other people have used and been happy with to find a
recommended tailor from reliable sources. Do not feel
pressured to rely on your guide. Almost everybody
earns commission from referring tourists to certain
shops and they might not always be the best place, or
price, for your needs.
For myself, after visiting some recommended and
non-recommended shops, I found that Yaly Couture
was the perfect pick for my wife and I to order some
handmade garments. Quynh, the charming owner,
operates with high responsibility to create clothes
exactly how the customer wants, allowing customers
to become the designer choosing every detail of the
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design and materials including fabric, colour and style.
Quynh and her staff are friendly and completely
professional, not pushy and always willing to give
helpful advice when necessary. Quynh’s attention
to detail, her knowledge of the fabric and years of
experience guide you to the right choice. My wife
brought along a photo of a dress design she was
interested in, leafed through the in-store catalogues
for more ideas and also had a hand-drawn design of
what she wanted. Quynh worked with her to finalise
the design while I figured what style of suit I wanted. We
chose the materials, agreed on a price, got measured
and waited for the fitting.
The finished product exceeded both of our
expectations for my wife’s long dress and my suit.
I decided on two suits and five dress shirts for just
USD 360 - I was certainly impressed!
Following local tips
• Order your clothes as soon as you get to Hoi An leave time to order them, try them on and identify
final alterations, then try them on again for a final
fitting. This usually requires three days.
• Have a clear picture of what you want or, if you can’t
find one, draw it.
• Write down how many of what styles, colours and
fabrics you have ordered and make sure both you
and the shop have a copy plus a receipt.
• Be sure to insist on a second fitting (at no extra cost).
• Try to get an idea of average costs for the items you

want made before working out an agreed upon price.
• Note that negotiation and bartering is part of
the culture.
The shop, A Dong Silk (40 Le Loi Street), had been
recommended by our Vietnamese friends and my wife
loved the shop’s bright, vibrant fabrics available, but
I still stick with Yaly Couture (358 Nguyen Duy Hieu
Street) for the best service.
Focusing on fun
You’ll need to spend at least a few days in Hoi An as
you wait for your clothes to be made, which gives you
plenty of time to explore the charming riverside town.
Spend your time relaxing and soaking it all up!
During the day, stroll through the town’s local fresh
markets, go for a bicycle ride or spend the afternoon
at An Bang Beach. As the sun sets, head down to the
river to enjoy a satisfying meal and cold beer. To add
in a bit of adventure to your evening, take a nighttime
foodie tour by Vespa. One of my all-time favourite Hoi
An experiences is joining the excellent evening street
food tour run by one of Diethelm Travel’s trusted
partners. As part of the tour you hop on the back of
a scooter and zip around town, stopping to try the
local delicacies at different bars and cafes, making a
quick stop at the night market, visiting an NGO-funded
restaurant that’s helping disadvantaged youth get
trained in hospitality, as well as make and sample your
very own classy cocktail. (Make sure to try and save
room for dessert!) Not only is the evening delicious,
but also offers a different perspective of this historic
city.
However you choose to spend your time, your
memories of Hoi An will remain with you long after
you’ve left this charming town…not to mention your
incredible handmade clothes!

China

Hong Kong

Singapore

Special Souvenirs and More
Serious about shopping in China? Keep an
eye out for the country’s beautiful calligraphy
and jade. Here, calligraphy is not only a
technique for writing characters, but also
a unique art of expression and learning
discipline. Jade also plays an important role
for Chinese people as the precious stone
stands for beauty, grace and purity.

Hot Deals in Hong Kong
A shopper’s paradise, Hong Kong is well known
for its impressive shopping districts, high-end
malls, colourful shopping streets and numerous
department stores. Additionally, many imported
goods have lower tax duties than the international
standard, making many items in Hong Kong more
affordable to take back home.
Whether you’re a mall rat or a market hound,
there’s plenty to choose from in Asia’s world city.

Singapore: a Shopaholic’s Dream
Not to be outdone by other Asian
metropolises, Singapore boasts plenty of its
own places to shop ‘til you drop. While there
are a number of markets and malls, nothing
can quite compare to the infamous Orchard
Road. This 2.2-kilometre boulevard is home to
more than 20 shopping centres including the
massive ION Orchard. Spanning eight floors
of retail and boasting over 333 stores, it’s the
perfect place to start your shopping spree
in Singapore.

Shopping Hints and Tips
• Receipts: Always ask for a receipt so you
can return your purchase in case you have
a quality problem, ask for a full refund
or exchange the item. Chinese customs
may also ask you for receipts when you
leave the country so be sure to have them
available.
• Antiques: When buying antiques, make
sure that they carry a wax seal. This
indicates that the piece is authentic and
that it is allowed to be taken out of China.
• Payments: Although all major credit
cards (Master Card, Visa and American
Express) are accepted in most of the big
department stores, it is still recommended
to have cash on hand.
• Shipping: If you purchase large items,
such as furniture, check that they can
be shipped and be aware of all related
costs and conditions. For these types
of items, the easiest and cheapest way
to send goods home is by arranging
international shipping.

Shopping Areas
Wondering where to start? Map out your plan of
attack by focusing on the city’s main shopping
districts including Central, Causeway Bay,
Tsimshatsui, Mongkok, Wanchai and Stanley. Each
area is relatively compact and has its own unique
feel and atmosphere.
Malls & Department Stores
Lavish shopping malls dot the city filled with a
variety of stores, restaurants, bars, entertainment
centres and more. Check out ELEMENTS, ifc mall
and Harbour City.
Markets & Shopping Streets
The southern China practice of grouping similar
businesses on one street means you can easily
find anything you need – if you know the right
place to go! From goldfish, birds and plants,
to makeup, clothing and electronics, there’s a
street for it. Head to Cat Street for antiques and
curiosities, the Jade Market, Cheung Sha Wan
Road for casual fashion items, or the famous
Ladies Street in Mongkok.

Cultural Riches
On the other end of the spectrum, Little
India’s bustling streets are filled with trinkets,
treasures and delights. Make your way to
Mustafa Centre, an impressive 24-hour
shopping mall or head to Kampong Glam
where you can browse through a range of
handicrafts and textiles.
Thrifty Finds
For more budget shopping options, spend
some time browsing through Bugis Street with
more than 600 shops and vibrant street stalls
selling clothing, shoes, accessories and more.
For those looking for the latest fashions and
trends that won’t break the bank, this is the
place to be!
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HEADING
NEW
RESORTS

Country
Malaysia

St. Regis welcomes you

NEW RESORTS IN MALAYSIA SHOWCASE THE EPITOME OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN STYLE

T

he St. Regis name has always been synonymous
with exquisite style and elite service. To
experience a St. Regis property is to step into a
world unlike any other where uncompromising
quality blends with delightful moments in ultimate
locations around the globe creating stays that are
beyond expectation. Now distinguished travellers can
look forward to staying at two new exclusive enclaves
in some of Malaysia’s most sought-after destinations,
Langkawi and Kuala Lumpur.
The St. Regis Langkawi
Envisioned by a group of world class designers and
architects including San Francisco-based leading
architectural firm, Gensler, renowned Bangkok-based
landscape architect, Bill Bensley and U.K.-based
hospitality design specialist, G.A Design, The St. Regis
Langkawi is fringed by a private 600-metre stretch of
white sand beach. This secluded setting is a special
feature that makes the resort stand out from the rest,
believes Ms. Michaela Brase, the resort’s Front Office
Manager. Overlooking the emerald green waters of a
private 100,000-square-metre natural salt swimming
lagoon, the resort is nestled in its own tranquil, private
cove on Langkawi’s southern tip.
Of course, The St. Regis Langkawi offers more than
simply stunning surroundings with the property’s crown
jewel being Kayuputi, an elegant over-water restaurant
offering Asian-inspired haute cuisine. Designed by Bill
Bensley, Kayuputi evokes the sensuous luxury of an
intimate private beach retreat floating on the water.
Outside of the resort, Ms. Brase encourages guests
to discover the archipelago exploring the dramatic Kilim
Karst Geoforest Park, a spellbinding 55-million-yearold maze of limestone cliffs and tangled mangroves,
to see colourful crabs, majestic eagles, monkeys and
more. Additionally, guests can enjoy a bird’s eye view

of Langkawi via an exclusive helicopter tour. Both
excursions are part of The St. Regis Family Tradition
experience, available exclusively for guests of the hotel
while in Langkawi.
The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
Moving from the sparkling waters of the Andaman Sea
to the busy city streets of Kuala Lumpur, travellers can
experience Malaysia’s vibrant and culturally diverse
capital from Kuala Lumpur Sentral, Southeast Asia’s
largest transportation hub. Located at the most desired
address of this cosmopolitan city, The St. Regis Kuala
Lumpur welcomes distinguished guests with 208
luxuriously appointed guest rooms and suites featuring
magnificent vistas of the bustling metropolis. Here
guests can take advantage of 10,000 sqm of lavish
meeting and event spaces along with six distinct dining
venues. From a European-style brasserie, to a lush
lounge and rooftop bar, to a contemporary Japanese
restaurant serving signature sushi from Michelin-starred
chef, Saito-san, each venue boasts its own unique
ambiance and cuisine.
From the comfort of the resort, guests can embrace
Malaysia’s rich cultural history at the National Museum,
located directly across from the hotel in the pristine
Lake Gardens, or admire the fluttering fauna at the
nearby Kuala Lumpur Butterfly Park and Kuala Lumpur
Bird Park, home to more than 200 bird species. For
connections, Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KUL)
can be accessed via the KLIA Express Rail Link in less
than 30 minutes, or by car in 50 minutes, making a stay
at The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur both remarkable and
convenient for continuing your grand journey.

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur

The St. Regis Langkawi and The St. Regis
Kuala Lumpur are now open to welcome
guests.
The St. Regis Langkawi
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HEADING
RECIPE

foodie tips

Maldives
Country
Maldives

S
SPICE SPOONS CLASS AT ANANTARA DHIGU MALDIVES

Bring the Magic of the Maldives to Your Home
Kitchen
Anantara is passionate about sharing a love of food
and, while staying at Anantara Dhigu Maldives, guests
are treated to an array of inspired culinary creations.
Whether you’re a novice home cook hoping to learn
the basics or an aspiring chef looking for fresh ideas,
through Anantara’s signature Spice Spoons classes
guests can also participate in an array of lessons from
fresh produce selection and skill enhancing techniques,
to perfecting everyday dishes to impress your friends
back home. Learn the tricks of the trade from the resort’s
resident master chefs who will teach you how to recreate
traditional Maldivian and Thai dishes.
During your Spice Spoons lesson, the chef will
escort you to the lush Chef’s Garden and explain which
ingredients to pick for your cooking class. After gathering
what you need, you’ll head back to the kitchen and be
taken step by step through enticing recipes before sitting
down to enjoy the fruits of your labour. All Spice Spoons
students also receive a Spice Spoons apron, chopping
board, recipe cards and special certificate of completion.
Bon appétit!

Thailand

Experience Thai Cooking in a Traditional
Atmosphere
Thailand’s northern town of Chiang Mai is known for
its incredible cuisine and is one of the best places in
the country to take part in a Thai cooking class. Not
all courses are created equal however, so for a truly
in depth and authentic experience go with Pantawan
Cooking School.
Starting with a tour at the local fresh market,
where your instructor will explain how to choose the
perfect ingredients for your Thai dishes, you’ll then
be taken to the charming school set in a wooden
Thai house. The chef will demonstrate how to cook
each dish of the day before you get a chance to cook
by yourself at your own wooden station. Finally,
enjoy tasting your creations at a communal table
overlooking the grounds’ tropical gardens.

Maldivian Tuna Curry

Ingredients:

500g tuna
peanut oil (as required)
1 chopped onion
10 karipuley leaves
1 teaspoon grated ginger
4 cloves of chopped garlic
3 pandan leaves, cut in half
3 green cardamom seeds
2 teaspoons chilli powder
2 teaspoons curried fish powder
120ml coconut milk
salt (to taste)

Directions:

1. Heat a little bit of peanut oil in a
pan. Add the onion in with the garlic,
ginger and pandan leaves. Add the chilli
powder and stir with a wooden spatula.
2. Stir in the tuna (cut into 2-centimetre
cubes). Sauté the pieces so they are well
coated with the spices.
3. Add salt to taste, the fish curry powder,
green cardamom, half of the coconut
milk and a splash of water and let it cook
gently stirring from time to time.
4. When the tuna is cooked, add the
remaining coconut milk and allow it to
simmer for another minute. Check the
seasoning and remove from heat.

TESTIMONIAL BY SAM VINCENT

Not only does the cooking class at
Pantawan Cooking School allow students to
taste authentic Thai cuisine and learn how
to make it themselves, but envelops you in
Thai culture.

Serve with rice and enjoy!
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FESTIVALS

2016
JUNE

Dragon Boat Carnival
Hong Kong
Considered one of the region’s greatest
parties, this festival draws hundreds of
thousands of revellers to each year.

JUNE

Gawai Dayak & Pesta Kaamatan

2017
SEPTEMBER

JULY

Candle Festival
in Ubon
Ratchathani

11-13
OCTOBER

USUALLY
NOVEMBER

Thailand
Marking the
beginning of
Buddhist Lent.
JULYAUGUST

Kandy Esala Perahera
Sri Lanka
This festival involves an impressive
procession paying homage to the Sacred
Tooth Relic of the Lord Buddha and invoking
blessings for protection against drought.

AUGUST

AUGUST

Kuching Rainforest World Music
Festival
Malaysia
Showcasing international and local musicians.

15

SEPTEMBER
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NOVEMBER

Thimphu Tshechu

NOVEMBER

Mathoe Robe Weaving Contest

That Luang Festival and Trade Fair
Laos
An impressive annual fair and religious
festival.

13-15
NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Bon Om Thook
Cambodia
Marking the reversal of the Tonle Sap
River, the festival features boat racing
across the country.

Oc Bom Boc Festival
Vietnam
An exciting boat racing festival in Soc Trang.

Mid-Autumn Festival
Vietnam
A harvest festival celebrated with dragon
dances, lanterns and moon cakes.
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DECEMBER

FEBRUARY

Dalat Flower Festival
Vietnam
Dalat’s annual extravaganza showcasing
locally grown blossoms.

Water Puppet
Festival
Vietnam
A famous puppetry
festival at Thay
Pagoda, west of
Hanoi.

Loi Krathong
Thailand
A festival when
decorative floats
made of flowers and
leaves are launched into
rivers.

Naga New Year
Myanmar
Held at Lahe Village, Khamti.

Bhutan
This three-day massive celebration begins
on the 10th day of the eighth month of the
lunar calendar.

Myanmar
Weavers compete to create robe offerings
to Buddha.

The Singapore Night Festival
Singapore
A nocturnal extravaganza held in the heart
of Singapore’s arts and heritage district
featuring dance and music performances
and installation artworks.

JANUARY

Malaysia
An international F1 race.

Malaysia
Indigenous harvest festivals.
USUALLY

F1 Malaysian Grand Prix

MARCH

Paro Tshechu
Bhutan
It is one of the most colourful and
significant events in Paro Dzongkhag
district.

3

DAYS

BETWEEN
MARCH
-JULY

APRIL

Phi Ta Khon
Thailand
A unique group of festivals dedicated to
ghosts celebrated in northeast Thailand.

Water Festival
Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
Lunar New Year known for its watersoaked festival fun.

DID YOU KNOW?

Laos

traditions in Laos
Heading
DID YOU KNOW

Having lived in three Southeast
Asian countries and with ten years
of tourism experience, Raphael
Kern, GM of Diethelm Travel Laos,
not only has a keen understanding
of the travel industry but a deep
love for Asia.
Greetings
The Laos way of greeting each other is similar to that
of Thailand’s but slightly different. For “Hello”, simply
say “Sabai dee” with a smile.
Temples & Religion
Although you might not be an early bird, you must rise
early at least one morning in Laos to witness the daily
alms giving during sunrise. You can encounter this
traditional ritual of monks lining up to collect sticky
rice, known as khao nieow, and other alms prepared by
locals in any city or large town.

INTRODUCTORY LINE

While visiting temples, remember to take off your shoes
and pay appropriate respect to Buddha.
Lifestyle
Things run a little slower in Laos than in other places. Take
time to sit back, relax and don’t rush – it will all get done
eventually!
DO
• DO make an effort to dress modestly.
• DO follow the Lao practice of speaking with a soft voice
and avoiding confrontation.
• DO eat traditional Lao food whenever you can. It helps
local business and Lao farmers.
• DO remember, your head is high and your feet are low. It
is polite to gently crouch down when passing someone
who is seated and never, ever step over someone in your
path.
• DO make sure to try sticky rice and laab – made even
better when paired with a Beerlao!

DON’T
• DON’T show public displays of affection, such
as hugging or kissing.
• DON’T distribute gifts to children as it
encourages begging. It’s better to give supplies
or donations to an established organisation or
village elders instead.
• DON’T touch sacred items or enter sacred sites
without permission.
• DON’T touch a monk or a monk’s robes if you
are a woman.
• DON’T buy wildlife products. The illegal sale of
wildlife and wildlife products endangers many
species native to Laos.
• DON’T buy antique Buddhas or other sacred
items. Laos loses a little of its heritage every
time an antique is taken out of the country.
Instead, support local craftsmen by purchasing
new, quality handicrafts.

coming soon
New airport in Vientiane
Future travellers flying into Vientiane will
enjoy arriving at a brand new airport that
is currently being planned. Expected to
be situated about 35 kilometres outside
of the city, the new airport will help
lessen crowds at the current Wattay
International Airport. The project is
estimated to take around ﬁve years
to complete and will help support the
increasing amount of visitors to Laos.

www.diethelmtravel.com
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RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL

Vietnam

the new Red River Delta experience
SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE TOURISM PRACTICES IN VIETNAM FOR AN EVEN MORE SATISFYING JOURNEY

Jeff Redl, Managing Director of
Diethelm Travel Vietnam, has
over 20 years of professional
experience in the tourism industry.
Along with spending four years
living in Asia, he also travels
throughout the continent for both
work and pleasure to add to his in depth knowledge of
this fast growing region.

D

iethelm Travel actively supports community
based tourism (CBT) projects with local
organisations as part of our attempt to
spread revenues to poor and remote
communities. Through these projects, visitors have
the opportunity to learn more about authentic
cultures while improving local welfare, and supporting
both environmental and cultural preservation.
In Diethelm Vietnam’s latest private tour offering,
guests provide direct financial assistance for disabled
children in Bac Ninh province as well as help support a
community-based tourism project in Yen Duc village.
For anyone with an interest in culture or
wishing to make a difference, the Red River Delta
Charitable Experience is the perfect addition to their
Vietnam holiday.
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Day 1: Hanoi – Bac Ninh – Dong Trieu – Yen Duc
Make your way to Yen Duc village, a lush village
where the local people’s lives still revolve around rice
cultivation and farming. During the journey, visit Dau
Pagoda, thought to be Vietnam’s oldest Buddhist
temple, have lunch at a humanitarian centre and visit
Huong La orphanage.
Experience rural life by staying in a traditional
Vietnamese house in Yen Duc village.
Day 2: Yen Duc
Cultivate a deeper understanding of the region and
Vietnamese culture by visiting the sacred Yen Tu
Mountain, the cradle of Vietnamese Zen Buddhism,
before meeting with local farmers and tasting their
fresh produce.
Day 3: Yen Duc - Halong
Move from vibrant green rice fields to cooling emerald
waters by transferring to Halong City and embarking
on a memorable overnight cruise in Halong Bay, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Day 4: Halong Bay – Hanoi
After a magical night sleeping on the bay, rise early to
take in the sunrise then cruise to the pier and enjoy a
land transfer back to Hanoi.

Huong La
Huong La is a home for severely disabled
or displaced people run by a group of
Catholic nuns in Bac Ninh province. With
minimal training in caring for people
with special needs and limited funding,
the nuns are not properly equipped to
provide a rehabilitative environment
for the 35 residents, who range in age
from seven to 102, and require outside
assistance and financial support.
Looking for an affordable, practical
solution for the nuns and residents,
Diethelm Travel Vietnam team has
worked with the orphanage to create a
beneficial programme that leverages the
power of responsible tourism, along with
regular donation drives, to help support
the orphanages operations.

DIETHELM

Events

Heading
lights, camera, action!
INTRODUCTORY
LINE
TAKE YOUR COMPANY EVENT TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH
DIETHELM EVENTS

A

fter years of producing successful
events around Asia – from corporate
meetings to industry conferences –
Diethelm Events understands that
your corporate event has to deliver on very
specific objectives. For this reason we tend not to
present commoditised solutions, but work with
you from ideation to execution to deliver an event
customised to your precise needs.
Our extensive expertise in the destinations we
operate in means we intimately know the places,
venues and locations that match both your artistic
and practical requirements helping you pull off
a flawless event. Connecting you to people and
places so you can express your message creatively,
clearly and consistently, we handle all the logistics
to lower your stress and heighten your satisfaction
with the entire event planning process.

Intrigued? We sat down with Diethelm
Events Manager, Sandy Peamsomboon,
for an in depth look at just what all
Diethelm Events does to make your
meeting, conference or convention a
smashing success.

What inspires you the most when organising
an event for a client?
Undoubtedly it’s the feeling when event has ended
and the participants smile and say they had a great
time and enjoy our services. I believe that as an
event organiser, you also have to have a good time
preparing and working on the event, because once
you enjoy what you are doing, you are doing it with
your heart…and once you put your heart into it, you
will surely give it your all.
What is your favourite part working for
Diethelm Events?
For me, my favourite part is to be onsite during the
event with the group. This takes quite a lot of time
away from the office but because we dedicate one
person to look after a project from start to finish,
by being onsite we get to see all the pre-event
preparation come to life. And, most importantly,
since we know the project from inside out, we
are then able to immediately assist the overseas
organiser on any last minute requirements, changes
or challenges they may face.
What is a typical day onsite with Diethelm’s
customer like for you?
It depends on the client requirements, but a typical
onsite day often means I’m at the venue in advance
to pre-check all the arrangements before the group
arrives in order to ensure that we are delivering
what we have promised to the client. Apart from the
regular routine, there are sometimes challenges or
additional requirements on the spot, but by being
onsite with the group, we are able to assist everyone

in overcoming any challenges, make the impossible
possible and be there when the client most needs us.
Can you tell us your most memorable event
you organised for a client?
It was when we had a chance to oversee a group
departing a cruise ship. While waiting for the group
to disembark, the tide rose to its peak level and
covered the dock completely. To keep the operation
going smoothly, we took off our shoes, rolled up our
trousers, piled up wooden pallets to create a walking
path and escorted the guests down the gangway
into the coach one by one…as a result, no one had to
touch the water or get wet at all!
What kind of approach do you take that
makes Diethelm Events stand out from other
event companies?
I think what makes Diethelm Events different is our
tailor-made programmes created for each group.
We make great effort to pay attention to the small
details, be supportive and always be there for the
client when an event takes place giving them full
support and assistance for last minute requirements
or changes.
At Diethelm Events, we are not aiming for quantity
but quality; it’s important we maintain the same
high standard and attention to detail of every group.
We are all driven by the feeling of wanting to create
a memorable moment for participants and to give
them an incredible time they will think back on fondly
when they are back in their home country.

www.diethelmtravel.com
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LIVING & WORKING IN

Malaysia

Malaysia: travel through the decades
MEET DIETHELM MALAYSIA’S MANAGING DIRECTOR

With more than 20 years living in Malaysia,
Diethelm Travel Malaysia’s Managing Director,
Manfred Kurz, has seen a lot of changes in
the country. Here he shares his experience
living and working in Malaysia and just what
it is about this special place that draws
travellers from all over the world.
You have lived in Malaysia for more than
20 years, what changes have you seen over
that time?
I moved from Hamburg to Kuching, Sarawak almost
25 years ago. It was a big change in my life: different
culture, different food, different weather, different
working attitude…fortunately the same kind of beer.
I was lucky to have the perfect mentor helping me
adjust to everything though, my wife, who was born
in Malaysia.
Since that time, Malaysia has developed rapidly,
faster than any Western countries. City life is similar
to that of a European metropolis and I can’t think of
anything I miss from my home country.
What about Malaysia inspires you most?
There are many different groups of people living
in Malaysia and all of them have their own unique
set of customs and traditions. It’s always a thrill to
celebrate all the different colourful festivals that
come with each culture.
It’s not only the different cultures that provide
inspiration, but also the country’s natural splendour.
Spanning dense jungles, high mountains and beautiful
beaches – the combined variety and beauty makes
Malaysia a perfect holiday destination for visitors.
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What do you like the most about your time
with Diethelm Travel Malaysia?
It is great to be part of a regional team. Working
together is an important part of our group and there’s
constant help and collaboration from all of our team
members, which is continually inspiring to see.
It is also astonishing how the Diethelm Travel
brand has found its way all over the globe. Wherever
I go for sales calls or tradeshows, the tourism trade
knows about our company.
Talk to us a bit about your staff at Diethelm
Travel Malaysia.
What would Diethelm Travel Malaysia be without the
fantastic staff? They are not only colleagues, but also
family – some of them joined me more than 20 years
ago and I hope they will stay another 20 years. Only
a team of experienced and dedicated staff can make
the company successful and I am very proud to work
with one of the best.
What’s new from Diethelm Travel Malaysia?
Malaysia is an excellent holiday destination with
an array of cultural, adventure and historical
attractions. There is a lot to see and do and, paired
with a stay in one of the wonderful beach resorts,
you really can’t go wrong. Being a Harley Davidson
rider myself, I personally like our new tours
featuring motorcycle routes ridden on a Harley. The
roads are perfect and the weather doesn’t restrict
you from only riding during a certain time of the
year – a very unique way of exploring the country!

Located 15 minutes from Ipoh, The Banjaran Hotsprings Retreat is a hidden gem of bespoke holistic wellness, tucked into a 16.19-acre
valley surrounded by rainforest, geothermal hot springs, caves, waterfalls and 260-million year old limestone hills. Here, 25 luxury
villas, a Spa and Wellness Centre oﬀering Asian holistic treatments and therapies, a range of unique wellness features and facilities,
plus healthy cuisine and a wine cellar built into a cave, present the perfect setting for the ultimate in renewal and rejuvenation.
Book your experience now at +60 5 210 7777
or email reservation@thebanjaran.com
WWW.THEBANJARAN.COM

SPECIAL OFFERS

Bhutan

China

Laos

TAKE A PIECE OF BHUTAN HOME WITH YOU
Each guest of Diethlem Travel Bhutan receives
a traditional prayer flag as a small token of our
appreciation and unique souvenir they can take
back home. In Bhutan, prayer flags are inscribed
with auspicious symbols, prayers, and mantras
and hung in places of spiritual importance.

ESCAPE TO YANGSHUO ON THIS RELAXING 6-DAY
RETREAT
Experience the timeless appeal and soothing scenery
of Yangshuo in southern China including:
• Visiting a real tea plantation
• Releasing stress and being taught by a Tai Chi
Master
• Practising local art forms, like painting paper fans
• Trekking through charming rural villages
• Being introduced to authentic Chinese cuisine
through a cooking class
Rates start from USD 230 per person

TAKE PART IN A SPECIAL BACI CEREMONY
Experience a traditional local celebration
surrounded by rice fields, bamboo trees and
beautiful gardens located 5km from Luang
Prabang. Baci refers to ceremonies held to
celebrate a special event, such as a birthday,
wedding, house moving or farewell to wish people
luck, health and success.
• Private tour only (2 - 20 persons)
• Special price and location are available
exclusively for Diethelm Travel clients.

Validity: Throughout 2016

Validity: Now – 17 April 2017

Validity: Now – 30 September 2016

Cambodia
STAY AT RAFFLES GRAND HOTEL D’ANGKOR
FOR SPECIAL OFFERS
Stay at least one night and enjoy your choice of
one complimentary dinner and show at Apsara
Terrace or a one 45-minute massage (one per
stay only).
Additionally, stay three nights at the hotel for the
price of two:
• Applicable to all room types at Raffles Grand
Hotel d’Angkor
• ABF included for all nights (extra person is not
applicable)
• Valid for bookings of less than 5 rooms
• Must specify “Stay 3/Pay 2 Promotion 2016”
upon booking
Validity: Now – 30 September 2016

Malaysia
Hong Kong
TOUR HONG KONG ISLAND – FOR FREE
Receive up to two complimentary seat-in-coach half-day
morning tour of Hong Kong Island with a retail value
of USD 100 when booking 3 nights’ consecutive hotel
accommodation
Booking code: DTHKTD
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Validity: Now – 15 October 2016

EXCLUSIVE DEALS AT FRASER RESIDENCE
KUALA LUMPUR
Studio Deluxe (58sqm)
• Book a 3-night minimum stay and upgrade to
1-bedroom Deluxe (88sqm)
One Bedroom Deluxe (88sqm)
• Book a 2-night minimum stay and upgrade to
1-bedroom Executive (105sqm)
Club One Bedroom Executive (105sqm)
• Stay 3/Pay 2
• Executive Floor with Club Floor benefits
• All rooms can enjoy late check out at 4.00 pm,
subject to availability upon reservation made.
Validity: Now – 25 October 2016
Travel period: Now – 30 October 2016

Maldives
Singapore

Thailand

MAKE A STAY IN THE MALDIVES EVEN MORE
MEMORABLE
Take advantage of long stay specials at OZEN by
Atmosphere.
• Bonus Nights Offer: Stay 4/Pay 3; Stay 7/Pay 5;
Stay 10/Pay 7; Stay 14/Pay 10; Stay 18/Pay 13
• The offer is NOT applicable for any stay between
24 December 2016 and 08 January 2017
• The offer is applicable for all villa categories

SOAK UP THE SIGHTS IN SINGAPORE
See all of Singapore’s hotspots with complimentary
seat-in-coach (SIC) and transfers.
• Minimum booking value of SGD 300 per room per
night and enjoy a free SIC City Tour
• Minimum booking value of SGD 500 per room per
night and enjoy a free SIC City Tour + SIC Transfers
• Minimum stay three consecutive nights

Validity: 15 July 2016 – 23 December 2017

Validity: Now – 30 September 2016

EXCLUSIVE 4-NIGHT PACKAGE OFFER
Enjoy our special deal at Angsana Laguna Phuket
starting from USD 454 net per room based on
two persons including:
• Private roundtrip transfer
• English speaking guide
• Daily breakfast
• Complimentary WIFI access all area
• Complimentary meal for kid age 12 years and
below from kids menu

Maldives

Closed-out periods: 15 - 18 September 2016

Terms and Conditions:
Minimum stay of 4 nights to enjoy exclusive rates. The promotion
is combinable with family and honeymoon benefits and is valid
for worldwide market except Chinese Market.
Validity: Now – 30 September 2016

Myanmar
EXPERIENCE THE BEST OF MYANMAR WITH
THIS SUMMER SPECIAL
This 6-Day Myanmar Summer Special SIC package
starts in Mandalay and departs from Yangon
featuring stops at:
• Mandalay, a royal culture-filled city
• Bagan, famous for its thousands of ancient
temples and pagodas
• Inle Lake, home of the iconic “one-legged”
fisherman and floating gardens
• Shwedagon Pagoda, Myanmar’s most
significant temple
Prices start from USD 810 per person
Validity: 1 May – 30 September 2016

Sri Lanka
VALUE ADDS AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SRI
LANKA
Stay at Ulagalla Resort and Uga Escapes properties
and enjoy added value up to USD 150 with
complimentary excursions, bottle of house wine, early
check-in and late checkout services!
Terms and Conditions:
The above value adds can be combined with existing contracted offers.
The value adds cannot be redeemed for cash or transferred for other
services at the properties. Contact us for more details.
Validity: Now – 31 October 2016

Vietnam
FIND THE FUN AT FUSION RESORT NHA TRANG
Take advantage of special room deals including:
• 25% discounts on 2016 rates for all room types
• Stay 7/Pay 5 for all room types
• Stay 3/Pay 2 for Chic Suite, Two-Bedroom
Family Suite and Two-Bedroom Pool Villa
Terms and Conditions:
Valid for new bookings only. Offer is non-combinable with other
promotions. General terms and conditions apply.
Validity: 1 July - 31 October 2016
Blackout dates: 2 – 4 September 2016

www.diethelmtravel.com
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STAFF OUT & ABOUT

2

3
1

4

H ere’s a selection of our favourite

images from Diethelm Travel staff.

1 Company trip in Can Tho, Mekong

Delta 2 Sri Lanka office staff party
3 Vietnam office year end outing
2015 4 Staff outing to Pyay 5

Snorkelling at Horseshoe Island 6
Mondulkiri. Taken during staff and
family weekend retreat at Bou Sra

Waterfall, the largest waterfall located
at Pich Chinda Di
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6

5

7 Neeranuch Blaney Davidson at

Bang Kra Jao 8 Monthly casual
bonding session with our MD 9
GM of Laos, Raphael Kern, at

Khone Phapheng Mekong waterfall
on Khong Island in Laos 10 At Mt
Victoria summit 11 Dress up for

8

flowery Songkran festival, Thailand

12 Tu Lan cave system expedition
13 Flowery Thai New Year

7
9
12
10

11

13
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best reads
Bhutan

China
The Circle of Karma (Zubaan Classics)
by Kunzang Choden
The first English-language novel ever written by
a woman from the Himalayan nation of Bhutan,
The Circle of Karma has engaged and absorbed
readers from around the world since its 2005
publication.
Written originally in English, it tells the story
of Tsomo, a fifteen-year-old girl caught up in the
everyday realities of household life and work.
But when her mother dies, Tsomo suddenly feels
called to travel and sets off toward a faraway
village to light ritual butter lamps in her mother
s memory. Her travels take her to distant places,
across Bhutan and into India, evolving into a
major life journey. As she faces the world alone,
Tsomo slowly begins to find herself, growing as a
person and as a woman.
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The Search for Modern
China
by Jonathan D. Spence
“A remarkable achievement...
vivid...fluent, graceful.... A
publishing event.”―Boston
Globe
In this widely acclaimed history
of modern China, Jonathan
Spence achieves a fine blend
of narrative richness and
efficiency. Praised as “a miracle
of readability and scholarly
authority,” ( Jonathan Mirsky)
The Search for Modern China
offers a matchless introduction
to China’s history.

CONTACT US

your comments
H ey Diethelm, had a great trip around

Bhutan
Thanks for your kind reply. I had already

+975 2 336 611
bhutan@diethelmtravel.bt

Kuching and surrounding area with Salvo and

booked one-day trip from Yangon of fice.

much looking forward to Mulu on my next

is professional and knowledgeable by telling

+855 23 219 151
dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com

driver drives carefully all the way. We had a

China

lovely to meet Enna and Veronica as well. Very
stage. Amazing to meet the Iban tribe although
maybe your guides should be a lit tle older as
the picture below shows. Haha only joking.
All the best, Rob
Rob Brown

And it was really awesome. The tour guide
stories and answering our questions. The
wonderful experience.
Priscilla Wang

Cambodia

+86 871 6515 2561
operation@cn.diethelmtravel.com

Hong Kong
Just returned from an amazing tour of

Vietnam with Diethelm Travel. Many thanks
to Anh, Kwang and Joseph for showing
us around.
Teresa Goddard

+852 2739 3822
operation@hk.diethelmtravel.com

Laos

+856 21 316 393
+856 21 316 395
info@la.diethelmtravel.com

Malaysia
Met with a lovely lady by the name of

Yvonne at our Banthai resort in Phuket. She
gave me such amazing tips and information
about shopping, travelling and bargaining!
Fantastic, friendly service. Well done!
Craig Barnes

+60 3 2715 7878
inbound@my.diethelmtravel.com

Maldives

+960 330 9762
+960 330 8761
carmen.k@mv.diethelmtravel.com

Myanmar

+95 1 86 10 458
leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com

Singapore

+65 6737 7885
+65 6737 7637
info@sg.diethelmtravel.com

Sri Lanka

+94 11 231 3131
sales@lk.diethelmtravel.com

Thailand

+66 2 660 7000
info@diethelmtravel.com

Vietnam

+84 4 3934 4844
info@vn.diethelmtravel.com

Marketing & PR

+66 2 660 7000
press@diethelmtravel.com
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